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Abstract

Context: Software Product Lines (SPLs) constitute a popular method for encouraging the methodical reuse of soft-
ware artefacts. Just like any other piece of software, SPLs require management throughout their evolution, namely
to preserve the consistency between requirements and the code. Problem: Over time, for a given SPL, many change
requests are made and all of them need to be integrated in a consistent and coordinated way. The evolution of an
SPL is facilitated if there exist links between its artefacts, namely between each feature and its respective pieces of
implementation code. Method: This paper proposes FMap, a systematic feature mapping approach to be used within
SPLs. FMap traces a Feature Model (FM) to other artefacts of an SPL, the reference architecture, and the code, and
it establishes connections between each feature of the FM and its locations in the code-base. Additionally, we have
created a tool called friendlyMapper to provide some automatic support for the approach. Using two case studies from
two different companies, FMap and friendlyMapper are evaluated. Results: The evaluation of the case studies indi-
cates that the FMap approach outperforms the baseline approach (i.e., the branching approach). Contribution: This
work contributes with FMap, a novel tool-based approach that supports feature-architecture-code mappings based on
reference architecture. FMap assists software engineers in adapting the evolution of the SPLs to accommodate new
features and change requests as the SPLs evolve. The case studies for both companies demonstrate that the approach is
applicable to real-world products and is able to support feature traceability and maintain consistency among features,
architecture, and code.

Keywords: software product line, feature model, feature location, maintenance, traceability, mapping.

1. Introduction

A products family is a set of similar products that are generated from a common platform and contain unique
features (functionalities) to meet specific customer requirements. Each member of a products family is referred to as
a product [1]. Industry uses Software Product Lines (SPLs) to generate a family of related software products from
a shared set of assets [2]. A feature model (FM) is a representation of all the products of a given SPL, in terms of5

features and their relationships. A feature is the fundamental building block of an FM [3, 4] and constitutes a unit of
functionality that meets a set of requirements of a products family. Features describe the functional aspects, as well as
the quality characteristics of the products that are part of an SPL. Each product in an SPL is characterised by a unique
and valid combination of the features, as indicated by the FM. Thus, the FM serves to manage the variability within
an SPL [5].10
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Over the past few decades, many industrial companies, like Bosch, Nokia, Philips, and Siemens, embark on an
SPL Engineering (SPLE) approach [1]. They all expect to increase software customisation, to reduce the time-to-
market, and to improve the quality of their products. However, there are many challenges that the software engineers
face when they adopt an SPLE approach that obliges them to systematically model and manage the variations in their
products. For instance, there is a need for methods to identify and exploit variabilities, appropriate modelling methods15

that handle thousands of variations, efficient methods to detect and resolve dependency interactions among variations
at different abstraction levels, and techniques to trace variability information among development artefacts.

Feature location is an important aspect when developing an SPL. It is the process of identifying and locating the
specific features within a SPL that are needed to meet the requirements of different stakeholders, such as clients,
customers or users. For customisation, reusability, scalability, maintenance, evolution, and product differentiation, the20

location of features in SPLs is essential. It allows for effective management of a product line, enabling the creation
of customised products, while maximising reuse and minimising development effort. Identifying the features in an
SPL is usually tedious and error-prone, as it may involve browsing similar variants of the same products [6]. When
experience fails to provide an immediate answer to locate features in the code, programmers must become more
systematic in that activity.25

Based on the feature location concept, we decided to develop FMap. This approach has the capacity to define and
maintain traceability among artefacts involved in the software life cycle in forward and backward directions [7]. The
traceability could be specified, for instance, from requirements to code (forward direction) or in the opposite direction
(backward direction). A detailed explanation is presented in Section 3. In this paper, the code units that are used as a
result of the mapping from a feature are called “feature-code fragments,” and the relationships between each feature30

and its corresponding code units are called “tracing links.”
In the literature, there are many works addressing feature location, such as [8–12]. Significant work on SPLE

approaches, techniques, and tools was developed to manage the mapping of SPL artefacts [13–17]. They can map a
feature either to a design model [18–20], to the reference architecture [13, 21], or to the code [15, 22], mostly relying
on tracing links. Traceability is still a challenging issue [13, 23, 24]. Autonomously creating and maintaining tracing35

links across various software artefacts and development tools is a research challenge and not yet generically feasible
in SPLs [14, 25]. Specifically, none of the existing approaches support feature-architecture-code mapping at the same
time, as there is no architecture-implementation mapping mechanism for SPLs. Existing works in this field maintains
conformance between the architecture and code-base of a single product according to a particular criterion [26]. None
of them can guarantee that the variability in the reference architecture and its implementation are consistent with40

respect to variability conformance. Additionally, the variability of the reference architecture may be altered as a result
of a change in a feature. To maintain variability conformance, none of these methods can autonomously update the
code-base of an SPL, particularly programmer-created or user-defined code.

1.1. Problem statement

Implementing new product requests in a product family that was developed using an ad hoc approach (e.g., a45

branching, a copy-and-paste or a baseline approach) requires a substantial amount of effort. The crucial step is to
determine where and how the relevant features are implemented within the code-base. The process of responding
to new product requests begins with feature mapping, i.e., feature location. Our FMap approach aims to facilitate
software engineers in the process of transforming existing product families into SPLs. The location and mapping of
features are essential for this transition. Using a reference architecture to map features to the code-base, developers50

gain a clear understanding of the existing code structure and organisation. This knowledge enables them to identify
the components and modules that must be modified or expanded to accommodate the new product requests. They can
rapidly navigate into the code-base, locate the appropriate code sections, and make targeted changes, thereby reducing
the implementation time and effort.

1.2. Contributions55

This work presents FMap, a novel feature mapping approach. The work exploits and continues our previous
research, where we introduced an approach to support the evolution of an SPL after its construction using the existing
products family [27]. In that work, we used the requirements document of the products family as input to derive the
FM that describes the SPL. Based on this contribution, this paper proposes an approach that maps features belonging
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to the FM to feature-code fragments of the code, using the reference architecture (i.e., feature-related architecture60

elements, including subsystems and components) as a centric point. In order to fulfil the mapping process, our
approach uses the traceability tree, which is an artefact that stores the tracing links between the FM and the code. A
tracing link maps a given feature to the future-related-code fragments, enabling the FM and the code to be linked and
to evolve consistently. This study also contributes with friendlyMapper, a tool that facilitates feature mapping. It uses
the traceability tree to retain the tracing relationships between features and feature-code fragments whenever a feature65

is modified. Using case studies conducted at two companies (Bosch Car Multimedia and Pioneers Company), we have
evaluated our approach and the associated tool. The results provide good insights on the practical applicability of the
approach and the tool in industrial contexts.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the relevant background on FMs
and Reference Architectures. Section 3 describes the FMap approach. Next, the evaluation process is presented in70

Section 4. Section 5 discusses the main threats to validity, while the related works are presented in Section 6. Finally,
the conclusions and future directions of the work are discussed in Section 7.

2. Background

2.1. Feature models
To adopt SPLs from the existing products family, the software engineers initially are expected to derive the FM75

[27–29]. Figure 1 shows an example of an FM for the “Mobile Phone” domain. The part of the tree that is at the root
is called “Phone.” In every valid configuration of a product, there is always only one root feature (or tree). The FM
supports the “Connectivity” feature, and it can also support the “Camera” feature as an option. “Connectivity” is a
feature that most phones have, and it can be either “Bluetooth” or “WI-FI.”

If a feature is present in every product in a family, it is referred to as being common (or mandatory). On the other80

hand, an optional feature is present in certain products from a family but not all of them [18]. Additionally, features
can be classified as “Or” or “or-groups” (such as “Bluetooth” and “WI-FI”) or “Alternative” or “xor-groups” (i.e.,
alternatives relation). The model dependence relationships can be specified using terms like “requires” (selecting one
feature necessitates the selection of another) and “excludes” (two features mutually exclude each other). For instance,
the “Camera” needs the “Bluetooth” [3, 30, 31].85

Phone

Camera Connectivity

Bluetooth Wi-Fi

Camera⇒ Bluetooth

LEGEND
abstract
concrete
mandatory
optional
or

⇒ requires

Figure (1) An FM for the “Mobile Phone” domain .

2.2. Reference architecture
A reference architecture is a fundamental architecture that captures the high-level design for SPL applications [23].

The variability of an SPL is incorporated into the framework of a reference architecture. The feature mapping approach
described in this study can be used with reference architectures that follow the layered architectural style, which
presents desirable characteristics for SPLs [32]. Figure 2 shows the general structure of the reference architecture,90

according to the development view. This is the same architecture of the final SPL that has been extracted from the
products of a family in our previous work [27]. The development view is used to model the architecture structure
in layers, subsystems, and components. Typically, each layer has a distinct role, function and responsibility and it
includes an internal structure composed of subsystems and components.

The key purpose of decomposing the system according to the development view, which includes the high-level95

decomposition of the software system into subsystems, components, and their relationships, is related to the fact
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Figure (2) Reference layered architecture of the final SPL.

that it is an essential view for capturing commonality and variability. Therefore, the variable parts of the reference
architecture correspond closely to the FM elements (see Figure 3).

Typically, in order to design for reuse, the architect develops subsystems such that the required variability is
enclosed within the design of their internal components. This assignment is fixed for all SPL products. The structure,100

represented in Figure 2, consists of three layers (1–3).
Layer 1 supports the essential functionality (i.e., platform software) of the SPL as a whole. Layer 2 consists

of subsystems including components for fundamental domain-specific functionality (i.e., basic software). Layer 3
contains the special requirements of a product within a product family in order to meet the needs of a particular
customer [33]. It is the highest layer that documents variability among the products of an SPL; hence, only this layer105

is depicted in Figure 3.

Phone

Camera Connectivity

Bluetooth Wi-Fi

Camera⇒ Bluetooth

Layer 3
connectivity phone

�Wi-Fi phone� �Bluetooth phone�

�Connectivity�

camera phone

�Camera phone�

Figure (3) The FM for the Mobile Phone SPL and its mapping to layer 3 of the reference architecture.

Figure 3 represents the relationship of the FM for the Mobile Phone SPL to the layer 3 of the reference architec-
ture. Subsystems are depicted by package (rectangle with a top-left tab) and components by a component notation
(rectangle). The components with solid lines comprise the common parts of the structure. The optional alternative
components are represented by dashed lines. The layer contains two subsystems: “connectivity phone” and “camera110

phone.” The “connectivity phone” subsystem contains three “Connectivity,” “Bluetooth phone,” and “WI-FI phone”
components. The “Camera phone” component is part of the “camera phone” subsystem. The “connectivity phone”
subsystem consists of the component “Connectivity” for the common “Connectivity” feature. This subsystem also
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provides components for each two variations that appear in the FM as “Bluetooth” and “WI-FI.” Each one is imple-
mented by a distinct component (“Bluetooth phone” and “WIFI phone”, respectively) within the “connectivity phone”115

subsystem. The optional component “Camera phone” is related to the optional “Camera” feature.

3. The feature mapping (FMap) approach

This section discusses FMap, which provides a solution for tracing features and code using the development view
of the reference architecture.

3.1. General overview120

FMap defines a set of tracing rules to map features of the FM to code fragments that implement those features.
Our solution is based on tracing each feature to its components in the uppermost layer of the reference architecture,
and then from those components to the code units that correspond to them.

As depicted in Figure 4, the FMap approach accepts as inputs the FM, the reference architecture, and the code
artefacts and it generates as output a traceability tree.125

feature
model

f1

f2 f3
1

layered reference
architecture

...

2

code
fragments

FMap 3 traceability
tree

Figure (4) The proposed FMap approach. The green rounded rectangles represent components and the blue rectangles represent modules (inside
the components). The red numbers indicate the three macro-steps.

The FMap approach includes three macro-steps:
1. the feature-architecture mapping, where each feature is traced to its corresponding parts of the uppermost

layer of the reference architecture;
2. the feature-code mapping, in which the identified part of the reference architecture is traced to its correspond-

ing code units; and130

3. the feature mapping conformance, where the code pieces that implement each feature are identified and put
in the traceability tree.

Notably, the last two macro-steps are automated using the friendlyMapper tool that the authors have developed to
assist the approach.

The FMap approach is applicable when the software architecture of the system product is common, as expected,135

for the products in the same SPL. This work illustrates the architecture from a development standpoint in order to
capture the similarity and diversity of the products of a given family. FMap requires that (1) each subsystem and its
integral components of the reference architecture are typically implemented as a sub-package and its internal modules
of implementation code. It also assumes that (2) the programmer understands the concepts of the program domain
and that (3) he/she may not be aware of the location of a given features in the code. Variable components, which140

provide all project-specific configurations to other components (if necessary), and their associated modules, which, in
our case, primarily consist of C-C++ files, represent the area that the FMap approach investigates to locate features in
the implementation code. The reference architecture includes the specification of the component relationships (e.g.,
interfaces, dependencies, hierarchy).

FMap also assumes that the subsystems have equivalent conventional naming of packages, sub-packages, and145

module levels according to company standardisation and that all the architecture documentation, at different levels,
can be explored and extracted.
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3.2. Feature-architecture mapping macro-step
This macro-step intends to map features of the FM to the reference architecture. In particular, it links the features

with the feature-related architecture elements, specifically the subsystems and components of the reference architec-150

ture. Actually, the FMap approach considers tracing a feature to the reference design to work smoothly for the reasons
listed below:

1. the structure of reference architecture is predefined and agreed upon by the developers;
2. the architect designed the reference architecture to meet nearly all specifications of a product family;
3. the development includes the detailed design of the reference architecture, which is followed to write code that155

adheres to the architecture and incorporates the code view.

The feature-architecture mapping macro-step is comprised of steps 1–4.
Step 1: The software engineers establish a tracing link between the FM and the subsystems and components at layer
3 of the reference architecture.
Step 2: The software engineers establish the tracing links between each feature of the FM and the feature-related160

subsystems of the layer 3 of the reference architecture that are related to that feature.
Step 3: The software engineers provide the tracing links between each feature of the FM and the feature-related
component in the subsystem that has already been identified for the feature.
Step 4: The software engineers store in a document the tracing links between each feature and its feature-related
architecture elements. The feature-code mapping macro-step (Subsection 3.3) takes this document as an input.165

Steps 1 and 2 define and maintain the traceability definition in a backward direction from a feature to requirements
that specify this feature, by considering the detailed descriptions of each requirement statement. Then they use this
traceability to realise feature-related architecture elements that document the feature, while ensuring that they satisfy
the product requirements.

3.3. Feature-code mapping macro-step170

The major objective of the FMap approach is satisfied by the feature-code mapping macro-step. Using the design
structure of the reference architecture, it creates a sort of traceability link between each feature of the FM and its
implementation code fragments. The reference architecture is investigated in this step, and its structure can be used
as a guide. The feature-code mapping macro-step consists of Steps 5–8.
Step 5: The software engineers examine the code characteristics and code variable nature of the final SPL.175

Step 6: The software engineers define the following tracing rules (TRs):

• TR1. All features of the FM can be traced directly to the package corresponding to layer 3 of the reference
architecture, which comprises the implementation of a particular product requirement within the main package
of one or more products.

• TR2. A feature can be traced to the subpackage that corresponds to the feature-related subsystem.180

• TR3. A feature can be traced to the exact module corresponding to the feature-related component already
identified for the feature within the subsystem.

• TR4. A feature can be traced to the source files of a module that is already identified for the feature.

• TR5. A feature can be traced to a set of routines, statements, and expressions associated with the source file
that have already been defined for the feature.185

Step 7: The software engineers examine and identify the feature positions within the code (i.e., feature location).
Step 8: The software engineers create tracing links between the feature and its code locations.
Step 9: The software engineers store the tracing links in the traceability tree.

The software engineers can repeat Steps 7 to 9 until all the features of the FM are considered. In Step 7, the
software engineers perform feature location to find feature places (i.e., feature-code fragments), using the manual190

analysis of the code assisted by the Eclipse IDE, as follows:

1. Use Eclipse to import the packages of a product family into its local development workspace.
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2. Label each feature of the FM with its related product (see “Labelling the FM” below).
3. Find the feature-code fragments throughout the code-base of the product.
4. Prepare feature-related terms, which are target words related to or with a significant relationship with features.195

5. Retrieve the feature-code fragments by searching the code-base of the product for the feature-related phrases.
The search procedure targets the code in the source files that corresponds to the product labeled in the FM.
The search capability of Eclipse is used to find and return feature-code fragments. Using the code visualisation
feature of the same IDE, the Eclipse IDE search capability presents feature-code fragments.

6. Relate the feature with feature-code fragments once a match appears, by highlighting the places in the code-base200

that match the feature-related terms.

Labelling the FM Labels are used to indicate the products that implement each optional/alternative feature. Figure 5
shows how the FM in Figure 1 was labelled. There are two alternatives for labelling a feature:

1. Software engineers can use the initial release product notation (i.e., “i”) to label the common feature.
2. Software engineers can label a given optional/alternative feature with the reference of the products that contains205

that feature (e.g., “P2”). The approach assumes that a feature has the same implementation in all the products
of the SPL.

Phone

Camera
P2

Connectivity
i

Bluetooth
P2

Wi-Fi
P3

Camera⇒ Bluetooth
Figure (5) The FM in Figure 1 after labelling.

Traceability tree Our approach defines the traceability tree as a drop-down structure, beginning at the third level with
features. It maps a feature to the routines that implement this feature by descending through each level, beginning with
the SPL project, SPL package, features, and code fragments (i.e., routines). The traceability tree contains numerous210

tracing links. Each link connects a feature to its associated code fragments (see subwindow 1 in Figure 5). The
FMap approach automates the traceability tree in the friendlyMapper tool, which enables software engineers to use
the automated version of the tree to (1) trace features to the corresponding feature-code fragments and (2) retrieve the
feature-code fragments for specific features.

3.4. Feature mapping conformance macro-step215

The feature mapping conformance macro-step preserves the FM and code compliance whenever a feature change
happens. This macro-step can semi-automatically update the tracing links of the traceability tree in order to preserve
the coherence between features and code fragments. This macro-step operates on the already-established tracing links
of the traceability tree.

Step 10: The software engineers execute a set of predefined activities to each case (either add or delete a feature)220

as follows:

• Case 1 (add feature). Whenever a feature change results in the addition of a new feature to the FM, the software
engineers can use the tool (1) to import this feature to the traceability tree. The tool automatically (2) gives the
new feature a red colour (e.g., the 4G feature shown in subwindow 1 of Figure 5), and the software engineers
can use the tool (3) to create new links from the new feature to feature-code fragments.225

• Case 2 (delete feature). Whenever a feature change results in the deletion of a feature from the FM, the software
engineers can use the tool to (1) remove that feature from the traceability tree, and the tool (2) automatically
eliminates all the links from this feature to feature-code fragments in the traceability tree (see subsection 3.5).
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3.5. Tool support: friendlyMapper
This subsection describes friendlyMapper, which provides tool support for FMap. Specifically, it supports the230

feature-code mapping and the feature mapping conformance macro-steps. Using the traceability tree, the tool enables
a set of actions for creating, storing, and maintaining the tracing links between features belonging to the FM and the
feature-code fragments. All modifications made to the FM are reflected and saved automatically in the tree.

Figure 6 is a screenshot of the friendlyMapper tool for the “Mobile Phone” SPL example described earlier in this
paper. It contains three subwindows that are related to: (1) the traceability tree; (2) the routine information; and (3)235

the routine list. The first subwindow (Traceability tree; ‘1’ in Figure 6) displays the features of the FM extracted
straight from the XML file (the XML file is associated with a feature tree) by selecting “Import features” from the
context menu that appears when right-clicking on the “Feature” item. This subwindow also displays the tracing
links between features and feature-related code fragments (e.g., from Connectivity to ConnectivityManageRoutine,
IsConnectRoutine, and ConnectivityInfoRoutine).240

Figure (6) Screenshot for the main window of the friendlyMapper tool.

The second subwindow (Routine information; ‘2’ in Figure 6) presents allows software engineers to enter the
routine information of the SPL (e.g., code-fragments of the Mobile Phone SPL) by selecting the “Routine information”
item when showing the context menu upon right-clicking on the SPL package (e.g., Phone). This subwindow allows
software engineers to add, update, and delete a routine.

The third subwindow (Routine list; ‘3’ in Figure 6) shows the list of routines in the SPL that are responsible for245

the code implementation of a feature.

4. Evaluation: Industrial case study

To evaluate the steps of the FMap approach and the friendlyMapper tool, we conducted two case studies at two
different companies: Bosch Car Multimedia (Portugal) and Pioneers (Jordan).

4.1. Case study #1250

The first case study was conducted at Bosch Car Multimedia, using the classical sensor variants family (CSVF),
which follows the AUTOSAR reference architecture (AUTomotive Open Systems Architecture; www.autosar.org).
The team responsible for developing CSVF is next designated as the classical sensor development team (CSDT).
Initially, we employed the FM derived from a reengineering approach described in our previous work [27]. Secondly,
we have established the tracing links in the traceability tree between the features and the feature-code fragments.255

8
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Thirdly, we have evolved the traceability tree by updating the tracing links to preserve coherence whenever a feature
change occurs in the FM. The performance of the tool has been examined.

4.1.1. System used and participants
The CSDT at Bosch explicitly adopted an ad-hoc reuse approach (branching). The team reuses requirements doc-

uments and code from earlier projects by copying them from the artefacts of the platform (or initial release product).260

This is because most of the products are based on platform products [34]. The CSVF is an industrial C-based code
that is widely used for designing and implementing sensors for the steering wheel braking systems of different vehi-
cle models. The variability in the code is implemented with C pre-processor directives. For more than three years,
the team has been developing and customising the CSVF to meet the needs of various customers in the automotive
industry. Moreover, it has around 20 major releases and includes 50 packages. A number of features have been added265

and modified, while the product variants have evolved over time.
We have selected a subset of five products from the family, based on the suggestion of the project manager. The

selected products cover all features of the family. Table 1 presents each product of the CSVF, to which we have
assigned a different number and designated the upcoming product as ‘Product New’. These products were developed
according to the needs of customers in the automotive domain. The new product was scheduled to be developed270

upon receiving a new customer request. All the products were cloned from the platform product or the initial release
product, which often evolves from the platform developed and successfully used by the first customer. They are then
modified according to customer’s needs.

The members of the CSDT and the project manager, who have different levels of skills and experience, participated
individually in the exercise to measure the ‘usefulness’ of the FMap approach.275

4.1.2. Evaluation objective
The objective of the evaluation is twofold: to demonstrate that (1) the steps of the FMap approach can be applied

to the evolution of a realistic product family and that (2) the capabilities of the friendlyMapper tool support the
traceability aspects of the SPL. We are particularly interested in whether or not both the approach and the tool are
compatible with a family of products that fits the requirements and constraints of the FMap approach. Additionally, we280

want to assess how well the FMap approach manages the variability among the CSVF in comparison to the branching
approach that the company has been using for a long time.

4.1.3. Evaluation protocol
After an analysis of the AUTOSAR architecture (Figure 7), we found that the modifications occur in the uppermost

layer (PRJ). This layer corresponds to the project package of the code. This scenario makes the CSVF appropriate for285

our evaluation, given the objective described above. The evaluation consists of the following three phases:

Figure (7) AUTOSAR layered architecture.

Phase 1. The initial evaluation task was to import the CSVF-related product packages, including the implemen-
tation code, into the local development workspace of the Eclipse IDE. A benefit of our method is that it does not
necessitate any code modifications.

Phase 2. This phase includes the analysis of the FM„ the reference architecture, and the code, and the creation290

of tracing links in the traceability tree. For that, we analysed the reference architecture of the family. The CSDT
employs the AUTOSAR architecture to address several forms of variation, including differences in module interfaces,
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Table (1) The CSVF products.

product no. enabled optional packagefeatures

1

layoutT_1

Product1CSVFlayoutR_1
algorithm_1
flag_1

2

layoutT_2

Product2CSVFlayoutR_2
algorithm_2
signal_4
flag_2
signal_9

3

layoutT_2

Product3CSVFlayoutR_2
algorithm_2
flag_2
signal_9
signal_10
value_3
signal_13

4

layoutT_1

Product4CSVFlayoutR_1
algorithm_1
flag_1

New

layoutT_1

Product5CSVFlayoutR_1
algorithm_1
flag_1
signal_10
value_3
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architectural levels and variations, etc. In addition, the CSDT developers readily comprehend the relationships among
the variants (members). As illustrated in Figure 7, AUTOSAR comprises three layers: the Application Layer (PRJ
and APP), the Runtime Environment Layer (SL, ECUAL, MCAL, and CDD), and the Basic Software Layer, which295

runs on a microcontroller. The application layer is a distinct component of the AUTOSAR architecture that is present
in every product. Moreover, the PRJ is a specialised component of the application layer. Every single product is built
with its own PRJ layer. Customer and sensor parameters are connected to the PRJ layer. Then, we mapped features
of the FM to architecture elements of the PRJ layer, according to the feature-architecture mapping macro-step.

We have located the feature-code fragments that correspond to a given feature in the sub-packages, modules,300

and source files of the PRJ main package, including routines, statements, and expressions. The identification of
features relied heavily on (i) configuration files, (ii) textual requirements, and (iii) code comments (which often contain
rich documentation that helps to specify feature-code fragments). Eclipse aided in the identification of feature-code
fragments through a semi-automatic examination of the code-base. We have studied the preprocessor variability of
the code. Then, the Eclipse IDE was used to discover feature-code fragments based on code variability observations.305

For example, the C preprocessor annotations, like #ifdef and #endif, were used to annotate the code fragments
and delimit the optional code associated with each feature. After identifying the features, we updated the previously
generated traceability tree by either creating new tracing links or updating the existing ones. During this procedure,
the software engineers could use the friendlyMapper tool to semi-automatically build and update trace links.

Phase 3. This phase employs the AUTOSAR reference architecture, the code, the FM, and the traceability tree to310

perform the final step of evaluation. Thus, we modified the FM designed with FeatureIDE; specifically, we made a
feature modification, and we used the friendlyMapper tool to update the tracing links in the traceability tree. The tool
was then run again to generate an updated version of the traceability tree.

4.1.4. Results
This section discusses the evaluation of FMap, including the friendlyMapper tool.315

1. The fact that we were able to successfully complete the creation of the tracing links in the traceability tree
and that all of the CSVF functionalities continued to function correctly in the finished system serves as evidence of
the viability of the FMap approach. The architecture contains 56 components. There are 35 common components
representing the basic software and hardware services application parts of the CSVF. As they exist in every instance,
these portions are excluded from the feature tree and, consequently, the traceability tree. The application layer contains320

60 features and 21 components. Inside the application layer, the PRJ layer has four components that comprise the
product-specific requirements. A total of 300 feature-code relationships were created. The number of tracing links in
the traceability tree was used to figure this out. On average, each feature is connected to five feature-code fragments.
During the evaluation, all of them were automatically created in the traceability tree of the tool.

2. The project manager evaluated the updated CSVF for its feature-code coherence and functional correctness.325

Based on the tracing links in the traceability tree of the tool, the CSDT has modified the code in response to a feature
change in the FM. The project manager has certified that the reference architecture, the FM, and the code continue to
be consistent after modifications. We have requested that they automatically update the traceability tree after every
change (e.g., adding a feature) and manually update the code to preserve its compliance with the FM. This enabled us
to validate the correctness of our approach.330

For instance, one feature of the CSVF states that “the sensor can write sensor commands in a message in multiple
formats.” We have introduced a feature to reflect the new message format (i.e., identification) and subsequently
requested that the software developer of the CSDT update the code of the CSVF by getting the tracing links for the
new feature from the traceability tree. In addition, “signal_4” and “interface support” features signify changes to the
FM (i.e., new features); therefore, the friendlyMapper automatically displays these in red colour after re-importing335

the features from the XML file to the traceability tree.
3. In terms of performance, all the important activities (e.g., creation, update, and removal of tracing connections)

that we have evaluated have been completed quickly (in several seconds). This is an advantage of automating the
generation and maintenance of tracing links in the traceability tree.

To compare the FMap approach with the branching approach, we have defined the efficiency-dependent variable,340

which is calculated as the ratio between the number of correct code updates in response to feature changes and the
total amount of time spent performing update scenarios. To conduct the experiment, fourteen developers of the CSDT,
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Table (2) Analysis of the dependent objective variable.

approaches
FMap branching

mean 0.266 0.197
standard deviation 0.036 0.056

with varying levels of experience, were requested to conduct two experiments. The developers were asked (1) to add
new capabilities to the FM and (2) to update the code to ensure compatibility with the new requirements.

When the project manager evaluated our approach and the friendlyMapper tool, there were several criteria to345

consider. These criteria help assess the effectiveness, efficiency, and overall quality of the approach. Here are eight
key criteria for evaluating the approach:

1. Accuracy: The generated feature-code fragments should accurately reflect the desired functionality and be-
haviour specified by the feature. It should produce a correct and valid implementation that meets the require-
ments.350

2. Completeness: The generated feature-code fragments should cover all aspects of the feature and handle various
scenarios and use cases. It should not omit critical functionality or produce incomplete code-fragments.

3. Maintainability: The generated feature-code fragments should be readable, well-organised, and easy to under-
stand by software engineers.

4. Performance: The generated feature-code fragments should be efficient and performant, avoiding unnecessary355

computations or resource usage. It should strive to generate optimised code that meets performance require-
ments.

5. Extensibility: The generated feature-code fragments should be designed to accommodate future changes and
enhancements. It should be modular and allow for easy integration with existing code-bases. Adding new
features or modifying existing ones should not require significant refactoring.360

6. User experience: The tool should provide a positive user experience by meeting the desired user interface and
interaction requirements. It should consider usability, accessibility, and responsiveness.

7. Development time: The approach should provide a time-efficient way to generate feature-code fragments
compared to manual development. It should reduce development efforts and accelerate the implementation
process.365

8. Learning curve: The approach and the friendlyMapper tool should have a manageable learning curve for
developers to adopt and utilise effectively. It should provide adequate documentation, tutorials, and support
resources.

When evaluating a feature-to-code approach, it is essential to consider these criteria in the context of the specific
project requirements, the capabilities of the development team, and the intended use of the generated code. To evaluate370

FMap, we asked every participant to adopt the branching approach to complete the tasks. Then, we asked them to
use the FMap approach to accomplish the same tasks. At the conclusion of the two trials, the performance regarding
the efficiency of each participant was calculated. To determine whether the mean difference of the dependent variable
(i.e., efficiency) is considered to be statistically significant in participants performance between the two approaches, a
paired t-test was used with the following hypotheses:375

• Ht0: The performance of a software developer has not changed after applying FMap.

• Ht1: The performance of a software developer has changed after applying FMap.

Table 2 depicts the result of the paired t-test, which compares the average for “efficiency” of software developers
using the branching approach versus the FMap approach. The output gives valuable descriptive data for the two
evaluated approaches, such as the mean and standard deviation, as well as the actual findings from the paired t-test.380

Examining the mean reveals that, at the end of the trial, the individuals who used our approach were more efficient
than those who used the branching approach. There is a mean difference of 0.069 (0.266 − 0.197) between the
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two trials, where df = 14. The df variable (degrees of freedom) is related to the sample size and shows how many
“free” data points are available in a given test for making comparisons. The t-value is higher than the t-critical value
(5.4008 > 2.2621), while the p-value is 0.0004. This difference is considered to be extremely statistically significant385

by conventional standards. As the t-value is higher than the t-critical value and p-value is less than the threshold
(i.e., p < 0.05), the null hypothesis is rejected. This resulted in the final rejection of the null hypothesis Ht0 and
acceptance of the alternative hypothesis Ht1. In other words, after using our FMap approach, the performance of
software engineers has improved. In addition, the result reveals that the standard deviation of FMap is less than the
branching approach one (0.036 < 0.056). This indicates that there may be a greater disparity between data values390

for the branching approach, but the data values for our approach are close together. We may infer that our approach
enables software engineers (1) to achieve convergent performance regardless of their skills, and (2) to allow the SPL
to evolve smoothly without major difficulties.

An experiment with seven CSDT members, while they were trying to locate the “signal_13” feature, was con-
ducted to compare the branching approach (originally used by the company) with FMap in terms of efficiency. Fig-395

ure 8 depicts the results of that experiment. The x-axis identifies the team member (1 to 7) and the y-axis indicates
the number of unsuccessful attempts to find the location of “signal_13” in the code. We have decided to follow the
team members while they attempted to locate this feature. We have observed that they identify feature-code fragments
of “signal_13” in a matter of seconds using our FMap approach, whereas the same members take longer to identify
feature-code fragments of “signal_13” using the branching approach. Using the FMap approach as opposed to the400

branching approach, the CSDT has executed fewer unsuccessful attempts. With FMap, the team has completed the
tasks for the empirical case study more efficiently than with the branching approach.
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Figure (8) A comparison between the branching and the FMap approaches based on the number of unsuccessful attempts to locate the “signal_13”
feature in the code for changing it.

The project manager and the CSDT members confirm that, overall, FMap benefits the company by providing
consistency, scalability, re-usability, maintainability, knowledge sharing, and fostering agility and innovation. It estab-
lishes a solid foundation for building new products from the CSVF and enables efficient development and maintenance405

processes, leading to improved quality and a faster time to market.

4.2. Case study #2

The second case study was conducted at Pioneers, a leading software development company that focused on
improving the efficiency and quality of their software development projects.

4.2.1. System used and participants410

This case study involves conducting a comprehensive analysis of how change requests are managed and imple-
mented in a variety of software products (projects), like bank information systems, COVID-19 management systems,
math kids apps, and health care systems. The participants in the evaluation are software engineers who typically work
in roles where they are responsible for writing, testing, and maintaining code for software applications. They have
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Table (3) The efficiency values (in lines/minute) for case study #2 with the original approach (OA) and the FMap. Values in bold denote a better
efficiency.

CR change request LOCs efficiency
OA FMap

#1 update the login page to include an additional field 150 1.25 1.50to enter a verification code (Bank Information System)

#2
improve the accuracy and speed of contact tracing by

200 0.67 0.95implementing advanced algorithms and data analytics
techniques (COVID-19 Management System)

#3
introduce a new category of problem sets that focus

300 1.66 2.00on advanced math concepts suitable for children of
higher grade levels (Math Kids Education App)

#4 integrate the healthcare system with diagnostics 500 0.83 1.61imaging and laboratory systems (Health Care System)

experience with various programming languages, development frameworks, and tools commonly used in the indus-415

try. Their expertise extends to both front-end and back-end development, giving them a holistic understanding of the
software development process.

4.2.2. Evaluation objective
The primary objective of case study #2 is to assess and compare the effectiveness, efficiency, and impact of the

steps of the FMap approach and the friendlyMapper tool. We aim to demonstrate that the tool supports traceability in420

different software products, spanning various domains and industries.

4.2.3. Evaluation protocol
We asked the company to adopt our FMap approach while responding to customer change requests to improve

the system (the so-called perfective/adaptative maintenance). The software engineers want to modify the code-base
based on the specifications of the change requests solicited by customers (namely adding new features). The main425

objective of the study is to determine the impact of FMap on responding to change requests, when improving a given
system. For that, we formulated the following hypotheses:

• H0: FMap has no impact on responding to change requests when improving a given system.

• H1: FMap has an impact on responding to change requests when improving a given system.

Software engineers at the company used FMap to modify the code-base upon receiving change requests (Table 3,430

Column ‘change request’). The company already has an estimation of the time it takes to respond to change requests
using their original approach, which has been adopted for a long time (Table 3, column OA). The evaluation of the
efficiency for modifications to a specific change request in the code-base is calculated based on the LOCs (abbreviation
for Lines of Code) and the total time it takes to address the change request:

Efficiency = LOCs
total-time435

The software engineers apply the evaluation activities as follows: (1) they choose a representative FM from a
real-world change request at Pioneers Company (e.g., CR#1 of Table 3). The FM should have a sufficient number of
features. Then (2) they apply the FMap approach that maps features of the FM to code (tracing links) based on the
reference architecture. Finally, (3) they generate feature-code fragments automatically using FMap implemented for
the selected FM. The software engineers could use these links as indicators of where and how the relevant modifica-440

tions are implemented in the code-base. The evaluation of the efficiency for modifications with the FMap approach is
shown in Column FMap; Table 3.
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Table (4) The feedback from eight software engineers. A Likert scale from 1 (equivalent to “strongly agree”) and 7 (“strongly disagree”) is used.

role response
Sw. Eng. 1 2
Sw. Eng. 2 1
Sw. Eng. 3 3
Sw. Eng. 4 2
Sw. Eng. 5 1
Sw. Eng. 6 3
Sw. Eng. 7 1
Sw. Eng. 8 2
Proj. Mngr 1

Once the software engineers fulfilled the implementation of the change requests, metrics could be defined and
collected to assess the efficiency of the FMap approach. Since the evaluation process was conducted by comparing
FMap against the original one, analysing the metrics, and collecting feedback from software engineers involved445

in the case study (see Table 4), the software engineers were asked the question, “Do software engineers agree on
adopting the FMap approach when improving a given system?” The evaluation results presented in Tables 3 and
4 help researchers identify the strengths, weaknesses, and potential improvements of the FMap approach compared
to the original one. The evaluation outcomes prove the following capabilities of FMap to address enhancements on
maintenance at Pioneers Company:450

• FMap demonstrates a high level of accuracy in mapping features of the feature model to code-base.

• FMap significantly reduces effort in manual modifications to the code-base, leading to increased efficiency.

• Code generated through the approach exhibits a high level of consistency, resulting in improved maintainability.

• FMap enhances traceability between the features and the code-base, enabling a better understanding of the
change implementation.455

The case study provides valuable insights into the effectiveness and efficiency of the FMap approach. The
findings help Pioneers Company make informed decisions about adopting and refining the approach in its software
maintenance processes, potentially leading to improved productivity, quality, and traceability. In conclusion, the
results of the case study (presented in Tables 2 and 3) reject the null hypothesis (H0) and prove the alternative one
(H1).460

In conclusion, the evaluation shows that the FMap approach and the associated tool can offer clear traceability,
enhance maintainability, promote collaboration, aid impact analysis, and align with architectural design. However, it
requires initial setup effort, ongoing maintenance, and effective complexity management. With the right approach and
mitigation of potential limitations, this method can significantly improve software development and maintenance pro-
cesses. It is worth noting that, like any approach or tool, there are likely to be limitations. Some potential limitations465

of FMap and friendlyMapper may include:
1. Accuracy: The effectiveness of the pair approach+tool heavily relies on the accuracy of the software architecture
representation and the mapping process itself. If the architecture representation is incomplete or inaccurate, or if there
are errors during the mapping process, it may lead to incorrect feature-to-code mappings.
2. Scalability: The scalability of the pair approach+tool is an important consideration. If the code-base is very large470

or complex, the feature mapping process might become more challenging and time-consuming. It may be difficult to
maintain an up-to-date mapping as the code-base evolves and changes over time.
3. Dependencies and Interactions: Software features often interact with each other and have dependencies on vari-
ous components or modules within the code-base. Capturing and representing these complex dependencies accurately
in the the FMap approach could be a challenge, potentially leading to incomplete or incorrect mappings.475

4. Maintenance Overhead: Implementing the pair approach+tool may necessitate additional work and maintenance.
As new features are added or modified, software engineers would have to devote time and resources to create and
update mappings. This overhead should be evaluated attentively in terms of its effect on development efficiency.
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5. Learnability: Adopting the pair approach+tool may require software engineers to learn new concepts and tech-
niques. If the learning curve is steep or the tool usability is low, it may hinder adoption and effectiveness in practice.480

These limitations should be taken into account when considering the adoption and practical implementation of
the proposed FMap approach and the friendlyMapper tool. Further research and evaluation are necessary to assess the
effectiveness and address any potential challenges or limitations.

5. Validity threats

There are some threats to the validity of the evaluation of FMap, as presented below:485

• External validity refers to the extent to which the findings of the case studies presented in this work can be
generalised to other product families, SPL domains, development teams, and enterprises. We believe that the
empirical study needs to be conducted on ideal candidate FMs, which include more features. For example, a
product family with more products that have a high variation However, we believe that the evaluation requires
a repository containing product families from different sectors of the automotive domain, including mechanical490

engineering, production engineering, electrical engineering, electronics engineering, and computer engineer-
ing.

• In both case studies, the data collection methods are also a source of threat to validity. During data collection,
we have relied mostly on a single individual (i.e., the project manager) to analyse and review the validity of our
approach and record its artefacts. In addition, fourteen software developers have participated in case study #1495

and eight software engineers in case study #2. Obviously, while expanding this work, we should incorporate
more than one product family and more software developers with different degrees of experience.

• Regarding the internal validity, for the estimation of the efficacy of the FMap and the comparison with the
branching approach, the software developers first completed the tasks with the branching approach and then
with FMap. Repetition of a task may affect the time necessary to complete it. Additionally, the members of500

CSDT may embrace the same perspectives regarding FMap, and we may lose the ability to provide correct
feedback if this occurs. This risk was addressed by dividing the interviews into two sessions and doing each
individually. The first session was done and documented at the beginning of the month, followed by the second
session at the end of the month. This may still be an issue in terms of familiarisation, since a period of 4/5
weeks may be considered as short.505

6. Related work

Several approaches and techniques for SPLE have been proposed in the literature. However, few studies are
focused on feature traceability, feature variability, and reference architecture, namely in the automotive domain. Hei-
denreich et al. [35] developed a tool named FeatureMapper. The proposed tool defines the mapping of features to
model elements in Ecore-based languages. The tool supports different visualisation techniques, such as filtering and510

colouring, that help developers understand the complex design of SPLs. In addition, it supports automatic and manual
feature mapping.

A visualisation-based technique named Colored IDE (CIDE) was proposed by Feigenspan et al. [36] to auto-
matically visualise or hide code fragments. The proposed tool increases the understandability of the code-base and
maintainability by providing different features of code views and visualising them in various colours. CIDE uses the515

information stored in a traceability reference to trace the feature to the code-base, and the tracing links should be
updated when modifying the code-base. At the same time, the study proposed by Berger et al. [37] demonstrates
the feasibility of extracting feature-to-code mappings from the build systems of two well-known operating systems,
Linux and FreeBSD. The mapping process is demonstrated as a group of presence conditions relating code parts to
features. The work assists in the analysis of the real-world variability case study.520

Couto et al. [38] exploited the conditional compilation of C preprocessor annotations to extract a set of complex
and relevant features from the code-base of a real system called ArgoUML. The feature extraction process delivered an
SPL called ArgoUML-SPL. The study proposes a framework that evaluated and characterised the preprocessor-based
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product lines. New metrics concerning tangling and scattering have been added to support feature characterisation
based on various aspects, such as code-base size, granularity, location, and cross-cutting behaviour.525

A technique that considers the granularity level of classes and methods to support the traceability information
in product variants was introduced by Linsbauer et al. [39]. That technique identifies traceability based on matching
code-base overlaps and feature overlaps. The individual features are the major aspect that identifies the precision of
the technique. The proposed approach was evaluated in real-world software variants.

Eyal et al. [40] presented an approach to identifying the tracing links between features and feature-related code530

artefacts using information retrieval on a real system, ArgoUML. It was assumed that they have documented features
available to use as search queries. In addition, they do not take into account the feature changes during an SPL
evolution.

Zheng et al. [14] proposed an automatic approach that maps product features and their evolutionary modifications
to product line architecture and code-base. The approach uses modelling and implementation techniques to address535

feature traceability and variability in conformance between SPL features, architecture, and code concurrently. To
support the approach, a new tool named xLineMapper has been developed. A case study on the Apache Solr system
is used for evaluation.

A novel feature location technique was presented by Buzaid and Hammad [17]. The strategy is designed based
on employing the execution trace to map the code-base to the related functional features. The relevant feature obtained540

from the execution trace is queried using natural language. The suggested technique was evaluated in a case study of
the ArgoUML system. Recently, a machine learning-based approach has been introduced by Airlangga et al. [12] to
automatically map code-base artefacts to architectural modules. The dependency information related to syntactic and
semantics obtained from the code-base and architecture descriptions is used to train the learning algorithm. A set of
experiments has been conducted using eight systems well-known in this context. The results show machine learning545

techniques can be exploited efficiently in mapping code-base to architectural modules.
The work on SPLs is not enough to support mapping between feature architecture and code. This is because:

(1) it is hard to manage the relationship and conformance between SPL artefacts (like features and the reference
architecture) that can change on their own, and (2) SPLs do not have a way to map architecture to implementation.
The work presented by Zheng et al. [14] provides an efficient solution to tackle the challenges presented above. The550

authors presented an approach and a tool that focus on mapping feature changes to the architecture and finally to code-
base but not the reverse. In this case, the programmer may still introduce inconsistencies by manually altering the
code-base. A programmer may, for instance, eliminate an existing annotation from a user-defined code by accident. In
addition, the implementation of a component may incorrectly reference another component that is not connected to it
in the architecture. The FMap approach provides a novel architecture-based approach that depends on the development555

view of reference architecture to support forward and backward features-architecture-code mapping, which provides
a solution for the limitations of the approach presented by Zheng et al. [14] and the research challenges of this area.

It is relevant to indicate also works that address the transformation in the opposite direction, i.e., from code to
architecture. A remodularisation approach, which improves the representation of features in the source code of Java
programs, was presented by Olszak and Nørregaard Jørgensen [41]. Their approach supports forward and reverse560

restructurings through on-demand bidirectional restructuring between feature-oriented and object-oriented decompo-
sitions. The approach includes three phases: (1) to locate features, based on tracing of program execution; (2) to
represent features by reallocating classes into a new package structure, and (3) to re-establish the original structure of
a program from its re-modularised version.

InMap [42] is an interactive code-to-architecture mapping recommendation approach, using minimal architecture565

documentation to apply natural language techniques to a software code-base. InMap maps to architectural modules,
low-level source code units like classes. InMap incorporates a hierarchical package mapping technique that provides
recommendations for packages. It utilises InMap information retrieval capabilities to recommend mappings between
a given software package and its architectural modules.

When compared to other similar approaches, namely those previously presented, the FMap approach presents570

several strengths. Here are a few potential benefits:
1. Clarity and organisation: By using the software architecture as a central point for feature mapping, FMap can
establish a clear and organised structure for the code-base. This can help developers understand how different features
relate to each other and how they fit within the overall system.
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2. Modularity and reusability: Mapping features to the code-base using the software architecture promotes modu-575

larity and reusability, which helps to identify common components or modules that are shared across multiple features,
making it easier to reuse the code-base and reduce duplication. This can lead to improved maintainability and faster
development cycles.
3. Scalability and extensibility: Since The FMap approach is centred around the software architecture, this can
support scalability and extensibility. As the system grows and evolves, the software engineers can add new features by580

extending existing modules or introducing new ones that align with the architecture design principles. This flexibility
allows software engineers to adapt to changing requirements without significantly impacting the entire code-base.
4. Collaboration and communication: Using the software architecture as a central point for feature mapping im-
proves collaboration and communication among team members. It provides a shared understanding of the system
structure and facilitates discussions on how to implement and integrate different features. This can lead to better585

coordination and alignment within the development team.
5. Maintenance and troubleshooting: When features are mapped to code-base using the software architecture,
maintenance and troubleshooting become more manageable. If an issue arises, developers can identify the relevant
components quickly and understand their dependencies. This targeted approach simplifies debugging, testing, and
maintenance tasks.590

It is important to note that the success of the FMap approach depends on having a well-defined and well-
communicated software architecture. Without a clear architectural design, mapping features to code may become
challenging and less effective. Additionally, regular reviews and updates to the architecture will be necessary to
ensure it remains aligned with the evolving needs of the system.

7. Conclusions595

This paper presents FMap, a feature mapping approach that maps features to a code-base using software architec-
ture as a centric point in order to reflect the implementation of a specific feature where it is located in the code-base.
We enriched the FMap approach with friendlyMapper, a tool that (1) semi-automatically relates each feature in the FM
to feature-code fragments in the code-base and (2) updates their conformance whenever a feature change occurred.
FMap was evaluated at two different companies. The first one operates in the automotive industry, using an industrial-600

sized products family, and the second one supports different software development domains. The result reveals that
FMap is applicable to dealing with real product families. In the future, we plan to improve the friendlyMapper tool
to maintain software architecture, code, and FM consistency whenever feature changes occur. We also plan to extend
the FMap approach to consider non-functional requirements like safety, security, and real-time constraints.
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